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Abstract
Creating and debugging programs for wireless embedded

networks (WENs) is notoriously difficult. Macroprogram-
ming is an emerging technology that aims to address this
problem by providing high-level programming abstractions.
We present MDB, the first system to support the debug-
ging of macroprograms. MDB allows the user to set break-
points and step through a macroprogram using a source-
level debugging interface similar to GDB, a process we call
macrodebugging. A key challenge of MDB is to step through
a macroprogram in sequential order even though it executes
on the network in a distributed, asynchronous manner. Be-
sides allowing the user to view distributed state, MDB also
provides the ability to search for bugs over the entire history
of distributed states. Finally, MDB allows the user to make
hypothetical changes to a macroprogram and to see the ef-
fect on distributed state without the need to redeploy, exe-
cute, and test the new code. We show that macrodebugging
is both easy and efficient: MDB consumes few system re-
sources and requires few user commands to find the cause of
bugs. We also provide a lightweight version of MDB called
MDB Lite that can be used during the deployment phase to
reduce resource consumption while still eliminating the pos-
sibility of heisenbugs: changes in the manifestation of bugs
caused by enabling or disabling the debugger.
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1 Introduction
Creating and debugging programs for wireless embedded

networks (WENs) is notoriously difficult. Macroprogram-
ming is an emerging technology that aims to address this
problem by providing high-level programming abstractions:
the user writes a single macroprogram that specifies high-
level distributed operations (i.e., leader election or contour
finding), and the system automatically converts these into
microprograms that specify local actions for each node (i.e.,
sensing, message passing, and local processing). Macropro-
grams do not actually execute on any node; all nodes execute
microprograms, and the operations specified in the macro-
program are thus executed in a distributed fashion. Macro-
programming provides the user with the illusion of program-
ming a single machine by abstracting away the low-level de-
tails of message passing and distributed computation. This
promising approach has recently attracted dozens of pro-
totype implementations with a wide array of programming
models, including relational databases [33], geographic re-
gions [48], and logical rules [10]. None of these systems,
however, provide support for debugging, which is a crucial
stage in the development cycle as a macroprogram moves
from the drawing board to real deployments.

We present MDB, the first system to support the debug-
ging of macroprograms. MDB allows the user to set break-
points and step through a macroprogram using traditional
source-level debugging commands, much like GDB [47].
This provides the same abstraction as debugging a sequen-
tial program on a single machine, even though the macropro-
gram executes in a distributed, asynchronous manner on the
network. We call this process macrodebugging. A key chal-
lenge is to allow the user to step through a macroprogram
in a sequential order, even if the nodes are not all execut-
ing the same distributed operations at any given time. MDB
addresses this challenge by providing two ways to view dis-
tributed state: (1) logical views depict the distributed state
where each node is executing the same logical operation in
the macroprogram, although possibly at different times, and
(2) temporal views depict distributed state of the entire sys-
tem at a fixed time, even though nodes may not all be execut-
ing the same distributed operation. Both of these interfaces
support time travel, which means that the user can step both
forward and backward through the code.

In addition to the ability to view distributed state, MDB
provides two additional functions that are not supported by



most existing source-level debuggers. First, historical search
allows the user to search for the manifestation of a bug over
the entire historical sequence of distributed states, without
manually stepping forward and backward through the code.
Second, MDB allows the user to make hypothetical changes
to a macroprogram at debugging time, and to observe the
effect of these changes on distributed network state without
the need to redeploy, execute, and test the new code.

We evaluate MDB on three macroprogams running on
a 21 node wireless testbed, and find that MDB has mod-
est memory, execution, and energy overhead: approximately
300 B of memory, 0.5% of the CPU, and 30% energy over-
head. This energy overhead is substantial enough that the
user would probably disable MDB during the deployment
phase, introducing the possibility of heisenbugs: changes in
the manifestation of bugs caused by enabling or disabling the
debugger. Therefore, we introduce a lightweight implemen-
tation called MDB Lite that only has 0.9% energy overhead.
MDB Lite does not provide debugging support, but it does
preserve the timing and memory characteristics of MDB, al-
lowing the user to reduce energy overhead while still elimi-
nating the possibility of heisenbugs.

MDB is implemented for a macroprogramming system
calledMacroLab [23], and is a post-mortem debugger, which
means that it collects data about the system at run time and
allows the user to inspect program execution after the logs
are retrieved. However, the underlying principles of MDB
can be applied to other macroprogramming systems, and at
least some of them can be applied to on-line debugging, as
discussed in Section 7. This paper makes the following five
contributions to the fields of macroprogramming and debug-
ging:

1. The first debugger to support macroprogramming

2. The first debugger for WENs to support time travel

3. The first debugger for WENs to allow searching for
bugs over the historical sequence of distributed states,
without manually stepping forward and backward

4. The first debugger for WENs to show the effect on dis-
tributed state of hypothetical changes to the code, with-
out the need to redeploy, execute, and test the new code

5. The first debugger for WENs to provide a lightweight
implementation to reduce energy overhead while pre-
serving timing and memory characteristics

2 Background and Problem Definition
MDB is the first debugger that allows the user to nav-

igate and view the distributed state of a program in terms
of high-level macroprogramming abstractions. In this sec-
tion, we describe the fundamentals of macroprogramming,
provide an overview of MacroLab, and illustrate an example
macroprogram. We also identify several possible bugs that
could appear in the macroprogram, which we use to moti-
vate the MDB user interface in Section 3.

2.1 Macroprogramming
Node-level programming is the process in which a de-

veloper manually creates the program that will run on each
node, specifying node-local actions such as sensing, mes-

sage passing, and local processing. These programs then ex-
ecute on the nodes and the interactions between them pro-
duce emergent, network-wide behaviors. This programming
model is notoriously difficult to use because the emergent
network behavior is never explicitly specified and is instead
fragmented among the programs of multiple different nodes.
Furthermore, the emergent network behavior is difficult to
predict: the user must have a mental model of each node
and be able to mentally simulate the interactions between
the nodes. This is particularly challenging given the com-
plex, dynamic, and non-deterministic nature of WENs: exe-
cution flows non-deterministically between nodes via unre-
liable broadcast messages and starts spontaneously on nodes
due to timer and sensor interrupts. Despite these challenges,
node-level programming is the most common way to pro-
gram a WEN [4,15, 20].

Macroprogramming systems address these problems to
some extent by allowing the user to program an entire net-
work as if it were a single machine, using abstract, dis-
tributed data structures such as database tables [33], log-
ical facts [10], or data streams [49]. The user creates a
macroprogram that uses the abstractions to specify network-
wide operations, which the system automatically converts
into microprograms that specify the appropriate local ac-
tions for each node. Thus, the macroprogram never executes
on any device in the network; all nodes execute micropro-
grams that cooperatively execute the global operations spec-
ified in the macroprogram. Macroprogramming enables the
user to write a single program that explicitly specifies global,
network-wide operations, and it eliminates the need to man-
ually specify local node actions.

Dozens of macroprogramming prototypes have recently
been proposed [2,3,22,23,27,48], but unfortunately none of
these systems provide support for debugging. Thus, macro-
programming systems make it easier to create programs, but
do not make it easier to debug them: the user must still re-
sort to the examination of low-level details such as message
traces and the local state on each node. Arguably, high-level
macroprogramming abstractions make debugging even more
difficult because the user must analyze the execution micro-
programs that were automatically generated by the system.
Debugging is an important phase in the development cycle
and the lack of debugging support in existing macroprogram-
ming systems decreases any ease-of-use advantages that they
may have over node-level programming. The goal of MDB
is to fill this important gap in the macroprogramming tool
chain by allowing the user to debug a macroprogram using
the same high-level abstractions that were used to create it.

2.2 MacroLab and a Motivating Example
MDB is implemented for a macroprogramming system

called MacroLab, which provides a vector-based syntax
similar to Matlab [1]. All data on nodes, including sensor
values, internal state, and parameters for actuation, are ab-
stracted for the user as vectors calledmacrovectors. The user
can operate on macrovectors with Matlab’s standard set of
vector operations such as max, min, sum, or find1, and the

1Matlab’s find operator returns the indices of non-zero ele-
ments in a vector



1 motes = RTS.getMotes(’type’, ’tmote’)

2 magSensors = SensorVector(motes , ’magnetometer’)

3 magVals = Macrovector(motes)

4 neighborMag = neighborReflection(motes , magVals)

5 THRESH = 500

6 every(1000)

7 magVals = magSensors.sense()

8 active = find(sum(neighborMag >THRESH , 2) > 3)

9 maxNeighbor = max(neighborMag , 2)

10 leaders = find($\ldots$

11 maxNeighbor(active) == magVal(active))

12 focusCameras(leaders);

13 end

Figure 1. MacroLab code for a WEN that tracks an object.
Every 1000 ms, nodes take a reading from their magnetome-
ters and share the value with their neighbors. If more than
three nodes in a neighborhood sense a magnetometer value
above a threshold, a leader is elected from among them and
a camera is focused on it.

system compiles these down into local actions for each node
that cooperatively execute the vector operations [23]. Thus,
macroprograms are written in a Matlab-like syntax and com-
piled down to microprograms in nesC [20] that run on mote-
class devices.

Macrovectors are similar to traditional vectors except that
each row is indexed by node ID instead of an ordinal set of
integers. Macrovectors can be stored in the network in mul-
tiple different ways. For example, all elements of a central-
ized macrovector are stored on a single device, whereas each
element of a distributed macrovector is stored on the node
corresponding to that row. The MacroLab compiler auto-
matically chooses the mode of storage for each macrovector.
MacroLab also offers several types of caching macrovec-
tors. For example, all elements of a reflected macrovector
are stored on all nodes in the network and each time a node
writes to one element, the value is broadcast to all other
nodes and cached. A neighborhood macrovector is simi-
lar, but values are only reflected over a local neighborhood.
These caching macrovectors allow the system to achieve var-
ious forms of distributed concensus. MacroLab only sup-
ports best-effort data synchronization, which means that it
makes no coherence guarantees on cached values. How-
ever, users can add traditional synchronization techniques to
a macroprogram, such as locks [12] or barriers [24].

Figure 1 shows an example of a MacroLab program that
will be used throughout the rest of the paper. This pro-
gram implements the Object Tracking Application (OTA),
in which a network of sensors cooperate to locate and focus
a camera on a moving object [50]. The overall algorithm is
to find active neighborhoods with at least three nodes that
detect an object (to prevent false positives), and to focus a
camera on the node with the highest sensor value in that
neighborhood, which is likely to be closest to the moving
object. In lines 1–3, the code intializes the motes vector of
node IDs, the magSensors vector of magnetometer sensors,
the magVals macrovector of magnetometer readings. Line 4
initializes neighborMag, which is an n × n neighbor reflec-
tion vector, where each element i, j has a cached copy of the
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Figure 2. Nodes i, j, and k execute lines of the macropro-
gram in Figure 1 asynchronously. Dots indicate when a node
executed a particular line of code, and arrows indicate the
transmission of cache update messages.

jth element of magVals if i is a neighbor of j, and an invalid
value otherwise. Every 1000 ms, line 7 reads from all mag-
netometer values, and line 8 creates an active vector with
the IDs of all nodes that have at least three neighbors with
values higher than THRESH. Line 9 creates a maxNeighbor

vector with the highest sensor value in each node’s neigh-
borhood, and lines 10–11 create a leaders vector, which
contains the IDs of those nodes that have the highest sensor
value in an active neighborhood. Finally, line 12 uses a pro-
prietary function called focusCameras to focus all available
cameras on the leader nodes, using a pre-defined mapping
from nodeID to location. The user or camera manufacturer
would need to write the focusCameras function, which is
basically a hardware driver, while the standard Matlab func-
tions such as find, sum, and max are provided by the Macro-
Lab system. The hardware drivers for the sensors are also
provided by the MacroLab system by using the TinyOS oper-
ating system. See the MacroLab paper for more details [23].

The MacroLab compiler could decompose the program
in Figure 1 and execute it on the network in multiple differ-
ent ways. For example, a completely centralized decomposi-
tion would store all vectors and perform all computation on
a base station; the nodes would simply read from the sensors
and forward the values to the base station. In a completely
distributed decomposition, every node would store the ele-
ments of each macrovector corresponding to its own node
ID and all operations would be performed in a distributed
manner: each node would read from its own sensor and store
the value in its magVals element, which would be reflected
to all neighboring nodes and cached in their neighborMag
vector. Each node would then calculate whether it was in an
active neighborhood and whether it was the leader. If so, it
would send its node ID to the base station, which would call
the focusCameras function.

The program in Figure 1 does not include any data syn-
chronization, and so all nodes will execute it asynchronously,
reading from their sensors, broadcasting their values, and
calculating their own leadership status independently of the
other nodes. Figure 2 illustrates this asynchronous execu-
tion using a space-time diagram of three neighboring nodes
i, j, and k. Time progresses from left to right and the dots



on the lines indicate the points in time when each node ex-
ecutes a particular line in the macroprogram. For instance,
the leftmost point on each line indicates that the three nodes
are executing lines 9, 11, and 7 of the macroprogram. When
the nodes reach line 7 to read and store their magnetometer
values, these values automatically get reflected to neighbor-
ing nodes via a radio broadcast message and populate the
caches of the neighborMag vector. This is illustrated by the
arrows in the diagram. In this example, no node is elected
the leader, and so no messages are sent to the base station
when the nodes reach line 12.

2.3 Three Types of Macroprogramming Bugs
Although the program in Figure 1 is very simple, several

bugs are possible due to factors such as human error, mes-
sage loss, and message races. In this section, we enumerate
three bugs that are representative of the types of bugs that
might appear in a typical MacroLab program. These bugs
will be used in Section 3 to motivate the design of the MDB
interface.

Bug 1 – Logical Error: A logical error occurs when the
logic of the program is specified incorrectly, perhaps due to
a typographical error or a poor understanding of the applica-
tion by the human user. For example, on line 5 of the code in
Figure 1, the user could accidentally set THRESH to be 5000
instead of 500, or the user could mistakenly write line 8 as:

>> active = find(sum(magVals > THRESH, 2) > 3)

Either one of these typos would result in the active variable
always being an empty vector, in which case no node would
ever be elected a leader in the network. Either of these bugs
would produce the same manifestation: that moving objects
are never detected by the application.

Bug 2 – Configuration Error: A configuration error oc-
curs when the logic of the application is correct, but does
not match the details of the deployment topology or physical
stimuli. For example, line 6 in the example macroprogram
reads from the sensors every 1000 ms, but the objects that are
being tracked may move past the nodes much more quickly
than that. Similarly, the example program requires at least
three neighboring nodes to detect a mobile object, but the
nodes may be spaced out so far from each other that only
one or two nodes ever detect the mobile objects. Either of
these bugs would produce the same manifestation: that mov-
ing objects are sporadically or inconsistently detected by the
application.

Bug 3 – Synchronization Error: A synchronization er-
ror occurs when the logic and the configuration of the ap-
plication are correct, but the desired result is not produced
because of message loss, data races, or asynchronous execu-
tion. For example, if node 1 has the maximum sensor reading
in its neighborhood and node 2 has the second highest read-
ing, node 1 should be elected the leader and node 2 should
not. If node 2 does not receive the cache update message
with node 1’s sensor reading, however, the local computa-
tions on node 2 would compute that it has the highest reading
and it would also be elected the leader. This data synchro-
nization bug would produce the manifestation of having two
leader nodes in the same neighborhood. In a similar scenario,

node 1 may read from its sensor before receiving the cache
updates from any of its neighbors, perhaps due to network
delays or because node 1 sensed much earlier than its neigh-
bors. Its local computations would therefore observe that its
neighborhood was not active, and it would not be elected the
leader. Meanwhile, all of node 1’s neighbors would conclude
that node 1 was the neighborhood leader because it has the
highest sensor reading. This bug would manifest in the ap-
plication missing the detection of a mobile object.

3 The MDB User Interface
The goal of MDB is to provide a source-level debugging

interface for macroprograms with which the user can place
breakpoints, step through the code, and inspect the values of
variables. MDB allows the user to debug a single macro-
program, navigating execution and viewing system state in
terms of high-level operations and data structures. This al-
leviates the need to debug the node-level programs running
on each node, including details such as radio messages and
hardware interrupts. The key challenge for MDB is that
nodes can execute asynchronously: each node may be ex-
ecuting a different part of the macroprogram at any given
time, and nodes may execute the parts of any given dis-
tributed operation at different times. For this reason, MDB
provides two different types of views: logically synchronous
views depict distributed state where all nodes are executing
the same line of code, and temporally synchronous views de-
pict the distributed state at a given time.

MDB is a post-mortem debugger, which means that the
user steps through a pre-recorded execution trace and does
not view distributed state at execution time. As a result,
MDB is able to provide time travel commands, allowing a
user to step both forward and backward through the code.
MDB also provides historical search, which allows the user
to search over the historical sequence of distributed states for
the manifestation of a bug without manually stepping for-
ward and backward. For example, the user can find the time
that a variable had a particular value, or can plot all sensor
readings from a particular node.

The disadvantage of post-mortem debugging is that the
user cannot modify system state during execution, as one
might when using an on-line debugger such as GDB [47].
MDB overcomes this limitation to some extent by providing
hypothetical changes, which allows the user to view how cer-
tain changes to the program would affect system state. Hy-
pothetical changes allow a user to test whether a particular
change to a program would fix a given bug, without the need
to redeploy, execute, and test the new code.

Table 1 provides a summary of the main commands of-
fered by MDB. In the following subsections, we illustrate
how these commands can be used to address the bugs dis-
cussed in Section 2.3. The examples and system outputs are
derived from real experiments in which the authors created
the conditions for each bug, executed the example program
and debugging commands, and saved the output for exposi-
tion purposes.

3.1 Logically Synchronous Views
Logically synchronous views allow the user to inspect and

analyze the distributed state of the system when all nodes



Command Description

tjump (t) change the state of the system to time
t µs

tstep [(t)] change the state of the system to next
logged time [or current time + t]

lbreak (l) place a breakpoint at line l
lstep [(l)] increment to the next line

[or step l lines]
lcont move forward to the next breakpoint
lstatus list all breakpoints
lclear [(l)] remove breakpoint [at line l]
isCoherent (x, y) check if x is coherent with y
diff (x, y) compare views x and y of a vector
alt (hc, tl) produce a timeline by altering tl

using hypothetical change hc
getTime get current debugger time

Table 1. Basic commands provided by MDB. These com-
mands allow the user to (1) navigate the trace temporally, (2)
navigate the trace logically, (3) compare macrovectors, and
(4) make hypothetical changes to the code.

are executing the same logical operation, (i.e., the same line
of code.) MDB provides three commands for generating
and navigating through logical views: lbreak, lcont, and
lstep. These commands are used to debug logical errors
such as Bug 1 from Section 2.3, where the system fails to
detect moving objects because of a typo on line 8. The user
wants to first inspect the sensor values stored in magVals and
so places a breakpoint on line 8 using the lbreak command:

>> lbreak(8)

Breakpoint set at line 8

The user then executes the lcont command, which advances
the state of the application on all nodes until just before they
execute the operation on line 8 for the first time:

>> lcont

At Line 8

The programmer views the value of the neighborMag

macrovector by simply typing the variable name:
>> neighborMag

neighborMag =

(1,1) 540

(1,4) 505

(1,7) 523

...

Since node 1 has at least three neighbors with sensor read-
ings above THRESH, the programmer expects it to be in an
active neighborhood. The programmer progresses past line
8 with the lstep command:

>> lstep

At Line 9

and views the value of the active variable:
>> active

This action reveals that active is an empty vector, even
though node 1 has at least three active neighbors. At this
point, the programmer inspects line 8 of the macroprogram
and finds that the logic of the program was specified incor-
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1 while( magVals < 10 )

2 magVals = magSensor.sense()

3 end

4 if magVals > 3000

5 magSensor.calibrate()

6 end

7 Display(magVals)

Figure 3. Logically synchronous views (shown by dashed
lines) depict nodes i, j, and k progressing through the code
in unison, even though node j executes the loop twice and
only node i executes line 5.

rectly: line 8 compares THRESH to the magVals variable in-
stead of the neighborMag variable.

The key challenge to providing a logically synchronous
view of macroprogram execution is that the nodes may take
different paths through the macroprogram, but the system
must still allow the user to step sequentially through the
macroprogram. MDB allows this by using an intuitive for-
ward ordering of program statements: when the user exe-
cutes the lstep command, MDB only advances those nodes
for which the next instruction has the lowest line number of
all nodes’ next instructions. More formally, we define l to be
the vector of line numbers li for each node i in the current
logically synchronous view, and define n to be the vector of
the next line numbers ni that each node i executed and logged
immediately after line li. When the user executes the lstep
command, the next logically synchronous view will be the
vector l′ of line numbers l′i , which are defined as

l′i =

{

ni if ni = min(n)

li otherwise

Figure 3 illustrates the effect of intuitive linearization,
where the solid lines show the sequence of statements that
each node executes in the example program, and the dashed
lines illustrate the ten logically synchronous views that MDB
would create as a user executes the lstep command. In the
first three views, all nodes progress through lines 1, 2, and 3
simultaneously. Node j iterates through the loop twice, ex-
ecuting lines 1, 2, and 3 again. In the logically synchronous
views, nodes i and k remain at line 3 until node j exits the
loop, at which point all nodes progress to line 4 together,
as illustrated by the dashed lines. Similarly, nodes j and
k remain at line 4 in the logically synchronous views until
node i finishes executing line 5, when the views show all
three nodes progressing to line 6 together. Thus, logically



synchronous views depict all nodes progressing through the
code in unison, even though they may take different paths
through the code or execute the same lines of code at differ-
ent times.

Logically synchronous views provide a convenient ab-
straction for navigating back and forth through the logic of
a macroprogram, but they are limited in that the views of
distributed state may include values that correspond to dif-
ferent points in time. In WENs, the user may also want to
see distributed state at the specific time that a physical event
took place in the network. For this reason, MDB also pro-
vides temporally synchronous views, described in the next
section.

3.2 Temporally Synchronous Views
Temporally synchronous views allow the user to inspect

and analyze the distributed state of the system at a specific
time. MDB provides two commands for moving forward and
backward in time: tjump jumps to a specific time, and tstep
moves forward or backward by a given duration. These com-
mands can be used to debug configuration errors such as Bug
2, described in Section 2.3, in which the mobile objects move
by the nodes much more quickly than the rate at which they
sample from the sensors. In our experiment, the program-
mer observes an object moving through the network approx-
imately 0.4 seconds after execution started, but the object is
not detected by the network. The programmer jumps to this
time using the tjump command:

>> tjump(400000)

At 400000 microseconds

The programmer then inspects the neighborMag macro-
vector:

>> neighborMag

neighborMag =

(1,1) 508

(1,4) 125

(1,7) 207

...

The user can see that only one node has a sensor value above
THRESH at that time time. Then the user steps forward in time
by entering the tstep command:

>> tstep

At 404129 microseconds

When issued with no parameter, tstep continually steps for-
ward to the next log entry. The programmer notices that node
1’s neighboring nodes do not read from their sensors until
long after the mobile object has left the vicinity, indicating
that the sampling frequency is not high enough. This exam-
ple illustrates how temporally synchronous views allow the
user to view distributed state at the actual time a bug mani-
festation was observed. This is particularly useful in WENs,
where bug manifestations may correspond to physical events
that do not correspond to the logic of the macrocode.

Temporally synchronous views allow the user to navigate
through the execution trace of a WEN, but are limited by
the fact that the user must be able to specify the exact times
of interest. Identifying the time that an interesting event
occurred to within milliseconds or microseconds can be a
challenge, especially when the timestamps do not necessar-
ily correspond to the values of any given wall clock. For this

reason, MDB also provides capabilities for historical search,
as described in the next section.

3.3 Historical Search
Historical search allows the user to inspect and analyze

the historical sequence of distributed system states with-
out manually stepping forward and backward through the
code. Like most source-level debuggers, the temporally syn-
chronous and logically synchronous views only show the
user one state of the system at a time. This requires the user
to step forward and backward through execution while try-
ing to remember and correlate values from different states to
find the cause of a fault. Historical search allows the user
to operate over the state of the system at all times at once,
eliminating the need to step forward and backward in time.

MDB allows the user to access the history of a macro-
vector by adding a new dimension to it which represents
time. For example, in the object tracking application in Fig-
ure 1, magVals is a single-dimension macrovector that is in-
dexed by node ID. The value of magVals at node 5 and time
1000 can be accessed with the command:

>> magVals(5, 1000)

ans =

17316

Macrovectors conform to standard Matlab syntax even with
the additional time dimension, and standard Matlab opera-
tors can be applied to them. This produces a powerful pro-
grammatic debugging interface that can be used to search for
the manifestation of bugs. Historical search can be used to
find timestamps of all instances of Bug 3 in which more than
one leader was detected, using a single command:

>> find(numel(leaders(:, :)) > 1)

ans =

17317316

39824496

where numel is a standard Matlab operation that returns the
number of elements in a vector. In this scenario, the devel-
oper finds that the IDs of more than one node were stored in
the leaders macrovector at two times during program ex-
ecution. To identify the cause of the bug, the programmer
then jumps to one of these times using the command:

>> tjump(17317316)

At 17317316 microseconds

MDB’s historical search functionality allows the user to ex-
ploit Matlab’s rich plotting and analysis tools. For example,
the command

>> plot(magVals(5,:))

produces the graph shown in Figure 4 that contains all sen-
sors values read by node 5. Historical search provides a con-
venient mechanism for searching through and analyzing the
historical sequence of distributed system state.

3.4 Hypothetical Changes
MDB allows the user to observe how hypothetical

changes to a macroprogram would affect distributed state,
without redeploying and executing the new code. This func-
tionality is useful for testing whether a particular change will
fix all occurrences of a bug that appeared in a given execu-
tion trace. As a proof-of-concept, MDB currently provides
four hypothetical changes that highlight the effects of adding
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Figure 4. MDB’s views of distributed state can be
combined with Matlab’s rich plotting and analysis tools.
This figure is the result of a single debugging command:
plot(magVals(5, :))

process and data synchronization primitives to a macropro-
gram: (i) a hypothetical barrier (ii) hypothetical cache co-
herence (iii) a hypothetical time delay, and (iv) hypothetical
cache expiration.

The original execution trace that was collected during
program execution is called the base timeline and is denoted
bt. Hypothetical changes are applied to the base timeline to
generate an alternative timeline denoted at. For example, the
programmer could make a hypothetical change to a program
by setting magVals = 0 at line 7 by executing the alt com-
mand:

>> at = alt(’magVals = 0’, 7, bt)

This command would produce at by modifying bt such that
magVals is always set to 0 at line 7. The value of a macro-
vector in this alternative timeline can be viewed by passing a
handle to the timeline as an optional last parameter when in-
dexing that macrovector. For example, a user can view node
7’s value of magVals at time 10000 in the alternative time-
line by executing the commands:

>> magVals(7, 10000, at)

3.4.1 Hypothetical Barrier
A barrier is a point in the source code that all nodes

must reach before any node can proceed. The hypotheti-
cal barrier illustrates how the distributed state of the sys-
tem would change if a barrier were placed at a particular line
of macrocode. For example, the user can use hypothetical
barriers to test whether a barrier at line 12 in the example
program from Figure 1 would fix Bug 3 from Section 2.3.
To do so, the programmer first creates an alternative timeline
with a hypothetical barrier at line 12 using the command:

>> hb = alt(’barrier()’, 12, bt)

The user then checks if multiple leaders still arise with a bar-
rier by apply the same command that was used in Section 3.3
to the new timeline:

>> find(numel(leaders(:, :, hb)) > 1)

Because this command no longer returns any timestamps, the
user concludes that applying a barrier to line 12 would fix
Bug 3. Thus, this hypothetical change allows the program-
mer to test whether this code modification, with respect to
the given trace, fixes all occurrences of this bug, some oc-
currences, or no occurrences, without the need to redeploy,
execute, and test the code.

We illustrate the semantics of a hypothetical barrier using
the example execution timelines shown in Figure 5(a). MDB
first creates a logically synchronous view at line 12, as illus-
trated by the dashed line. If the nodes had implemented a
barrier, the state of the system would be identical to the state
represented by this logically synchronous view, except that
additional cache update messages would have been received.
Specifically, any node a that waited at the barrier would have
received all messages from another node b that were sent be-
fore b reached line 12 and that were received before all nodes
reached line 12. Thus, MDB creates the hypothetical barrier
by updating the state of the logically synchronous view at
line 12 with all such cache update messages. This hypothet-
ical change to the order in which cache update messages are
received is illustrated by a dashed arrow in Figure 5(a) to
illustrate the difference between the messages that were re-
ceived in the real execution trace bt, and the messages that
were received in the alternate timeline at. The distributed
state resulting from this message re-ordering is the view of a
hypothetical barrier applied to line 12.

3.4.2 Hypothetical Time Delay
Barriers are expensive operations and are not always de-

sirable in WENs due to their high message cost. A cheap
alternative is to have all nodes wait for any cache updates to
arrive for only a fixed period of time before continuing exe-
cution. If execution on all nodes is already synchronized or
is otherwise known to be unsynchronized by a bounded dura-
tion, this approach may provide sufficient data synchroniza-
tion guarantees. The hypothetical time delay produces the
distributed state that would have been produced if a time de-
lay of ∆t were inserted at a particular point in the macrocode.
The programmer could create a hypothetical time delay us-
ing the deltat command:

>> dt = alt(’deltat(10)’,12, bt)

deltat takes a parameter to indicates the delay ∆t in mil-
liseconds. To create the hypothetical time delay, MDB first
creates a logically synchronous view on line 12. Then, the
distributed state is updated with any cache update messages
received by a node withing the ∆t of the time it reached line
12. Figure 5(b) illustrates that a hypothetical time delay ap-
plied at line 12 would cause the message sent from line 7 of
node k to update the state of node i after executing line 12.

3.4.3 Hypothetical Cache Coherence
Hypothetical cache coherence shows the hypothetical

distributed state if all caches were coherent at a given time.
This view can be produced with the command:

>> cv = alt(’coherent()’, 12 bt)

To create hypothetical cache coherence, MDB rearranges
any cache updates that were sent before, but received af-
ter the line of code specified. Figure 5(c) illustrates how
message reception is altered by the command above: the
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Figure 5. MDB emulates the effect of hypothetical code
changes by reordering messages appropriately. Solid arrows
illustrate message reception in an actual execution trace.
Dashed arrows illustrate how these messages are re-ordered
to emulate the effect of hypothetical changes to the code.

message from node i is received at node k on line 12, be-
cause it was sent before k finished executing line 12. Per-
fect cache coherence is expensive to implement because it
requires two-phase locks to be acquired on all cached ver-
sions of a variable before any new values can be written to it.
If hypothetical cache coherence makes a bug manifestation
disappear, the user may attempt to use end-to-end reliabil-
ity for cache updates, low-latency communication protocols,
or other mechanisms that will improve, but not guarantee,
cache coherence.

3.4.4 Hypothetical Cache Expiration
Cache expiration is the process of invalidating a cached

copy of a value once it becomes too old. This is cheaper
to implement than perfect cache coherence, but it also pro-

vides few correctness guarantees because the original value
may change before the cached copies of the old value expire.
Furthermore, when nodes run asynchronously and aperiodi-
cally in a network, it can be difficult to decide when to expire
cache entries. Expiring too quickly can result in insufficient
data, but expiring too slowly can result in the use of stale
values. Hypothetical cache expiration shows the hypothet-
ical state that would result if cache expiration were used at
a given line of code, with a particular expiration time. This
view helps the user evaluate the effect of different expiration
times and can be created using a command such as:

>> ev = alt(’expire(100000)’, 12, bt)

The values in the view are produced by finding the last value
written to each element of the macrovector in the time inter-
val [t− te, t] where t is the time the node executed line 12 in
the current instance of the logically synchronous view and te
is the expiration time, in this case 100000 µs. If an element
has had no value written to it within that time interval, the
resulting view has a NaN value for that element.

4 The MDB Implementation
In this section, we describe the implementation of MDB,

including the collection of execution traces (Section 4.1),
how MDB Lite reduces energy cost (Section 4.2), how time-
keeping is performed on data traces (Section 4.3), how
MDB’s global views and historical searches are implemented
using these data traces (Section 4.4), and how hypothetical
changes are emulated by creating modified copies of these
data traces (Section 4.5).

4.1 Creating Execution Traces
MDB is a post-mortem debugger, which means that it

must collect execution traces at run-time that will be ana-
lyzed after execution is complete. Most post-mortem debug-
gers create event traces: they log all non-deterministic events
such as interrupts, I/O, and messages. These event traces are
sufficient to recreate the state of the system at any point of
the original execution using execution replay. In contrast,
MDB creates data traces: it logs all changes to the system
state, including writes to variables and changes to the pro-
gram counter. Event traces generally produce shorter logs
than data traces because events are relatively rare while state
changes occur with every line of code executed, especially
for traditional distributed applications that are compute in-
tensive but have relatively little I/O or network communi-
cation. In contrast, each line of a macroprogram may corre-
spond to many machine instructions, I/O operations, and net-
work events. Therefore, data traces are more efficient than
event traces for logging macroprogram execution.

MDB log entries consist of the (macro)program counter,
the variable location and value being written, a 48 bit
microsecond-accurate timestamp, and the sequence number.
The sequence number helps correlate variable write events
with remote cache events of that same value, since message
transmission and reception are not logged. After execution is
complete, the logs are retrieved from the nodes using the col-
lection tree protocol from the TinyOS source tree, although
any data collection protocol can be used.

To minimize interference with the application, MacroLab
logs data in two phases: first in RAM and then to external



flash. While the MacroLab application is executing, trace en-
tries are stored in a circular RAM buffer, requiring only 105
machine instructions per log. Then, when the node has no
more instructions to process, and right before it enters sleep
mode, the RAM buffer is dumped to external flash, which
takes approximately 50 ms. This approach reduces MDB’s
interference with the application by reducing contention for
the CPU. One disadvantage of this approach, however, is
that any log entries in the RAM buffer may be lost if the node
crashes. All logging code required for MDB is automatically
added by the MacroLab compiler when the debugging option
is enabled.

The external flash is 1MB in size, and when it is full
the earliest trace entries are overwritten. One advantage of
MDB’s use of data traces is that old trace entries can be over-
written when the external flash is full. In contrast, entries in
an event trace cannot be overwritten because all events from
the beginning of execution are required for execution replay.
Therefore, systems that collect event traces must use check-
pointing techniques, which can introduce additional over-
head [53].

4.2 MDB Lite
MDB Lite is a light-weight version of MDB that con-

serves energy by not writing log entries to the external flash,
although all other logging code is included in the micropro-
grams and is identical to MDB. Furthermore, MDB Lite em-
ulates the process of writing to flash by using a hardware
timer to turn off the appropriate interrupts for the appropri-
ate period of time. The logging commands and flash emula-
tion ensure that the timing and memory characteristics of a
program are the same when executing MDB and MDB Lite.
Thus, MDB Lite cannot be used for debugging, but it can be
enabled during the deployment phase to reduce energy over-
head while also eliminating the possibility of heisenbugs: a
change in the manifestation of bugs when the debugger is
enabled or disabled. The user can toggle between MDB and
MDB Lite to enable or disable debugging.

4.3 Distributed Timekeeping
After a program executes and the logs are collected, MDB

must ensure that the timestamps in the logs are causally con-
sistent: any event e that causes event e′ must have a smaller
timestamp than e′. Distributed time keeping is a challenging
problem because nodes do not share a common clock, and is
the main distinguishing feature between debugging on a dis-
tributed system and debugging concurrent threads on a single
machine or a shared memory multiprocessor (SMMP). MDB
adopts a well-known approach that is sometimes called the
Lamport algorithm: all logs are timestamped with a value
from the node’s microsecond counter, and clock skew is ac-
counted for by enforcing that a receiver’s local time when
a message is received is greater than the sender’s local time
when the message was transmitted. Since message passing is
typically the only form of interaction between nodes, this ap-
proach guarantees that any events on the sender have an ear-
lier timestamp than events they might cause on the receiver.
Any distributed timekeeping scheme that satisfies this prop-
erty is said to support Lamport time [28]. Other timekeeping
schemes such as vector clocks have more precise causal se-

mantics [17, 38]. MDB’s use of the Lamport algorithm oc-
curs off-line after the logs are collected, which eliminates the
need for any run-time overhead due to on-line time synchro-
nization [16, 36]. One disadvantage of this approach is that
all nodes must receive periodic messages from neighboring
nodes. In a partitioned network where some nodes do not
have radio connectivity with other nodes, the logs cannot be
made causally consistent. This is the case for all distributed
systems, and not a limitation specific to MDB.

Distributed timekeeping in WENs is complicated by the
fact that nodes can also interact through their sensors and ac-
tuators: two nodes can sense the same stimulus, or a node’s
sensor reading can be affected by another node’s actuator.
This causal relationship is not explicit in the program, cannot
be verified at run time, and cannot be enforced by the Lam-
port timekeeping algorithm. Such node interactions through
events external to the synchronization messages is called
anomalous behavior by Lamport, who suggested physical
clocks to eliminate this limitation. We performed empiri-
cal studies of the CPU clocks on the Tmote Sky nodes and
found an average clock skew of 139 µs/s, similar to the ob-
servations mentioned in RBS [16]. We also measured the
inherent uncertainty of sensor readings on the same nodes to
be about 20 ms, which is the average time required for the
ADC to digitize the analog readings from the sensors, plus
software overhead. Thus, a minimum message rate of about
one message every 2 minutes is required to prevent clock
skew from growing larger than the inherent uncertainty on
sensor reading timestamps. The minimum message rate may
even be much larger when measuring physical stimuli such
as temperature or object mobility that change with periods
much lower than 20 ms.

4.4 Generating Global Views
Once the execution traces are retrieved and synchronized,

MDB can use them to create views of any system variable
at any given time. To view the value of variable x at time
t, MDB indexes the trace of the node on which variable x
was logged and retrieves the last value written before time
t. For example, to produce the value of node k’s element of
the magVals vector at time 1000, the system may retrieve
the value that was written to magVals by node k at time 998.
This basic functionality helps implement MDB’s logically
synchronous views, temporally synchronous views, and his-
torical search.

Logically synchronous views are implemented using an
lline vector which stores all the line numbers at which a
breakpoint has been placed and an ltime vector which stores
a time for each node to indicate MDB’s location in its trace.
When the user enters lbreak with a line number, the line
number is appended to lline. When the user enters lstep,
MDB identifies which nodes executed the next line of the
macroprogram next and sets the value of ltime for those
nodes to be the time when the node finished executing that
line. When the user executes lcont, MDB executes lstep
repeatedly until the macrocode line matches one of the val-
ues in lline.

Temporally synchronous views are implemented using a
variable called ttime which stores the parameter passed to
tjump. ttime is updated when the user issues the tstep
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Figure 6. A hypothetical barrier cannot be applied in this
scenario because the hypothetical advancement of the mes-
sage from node k to node j would create a dependence cycle.

command. If the user views a macrovector after ttime has
been set, the view of the macrovector is generated by search-
ing through the trace of each node for the last state update to
the macrovector at or before ttime. Historical search is im-
plemented by searching through the execution traces for all
writes to the macrovector specified by the historical search.

MDB uses a special NaN value to represent any value in a
logically synchronous or temporally synchronous view that
does not exist in the logs. This situation occurs in a tem-
porally synchronous view, for example, when a node fails
or stops executing and the log from that node does not con-
tain values beyond a certain point in time. It may also oc-
cur in logically synchronous views, for example, if a node
blocks on a variable indefinitely or dies and its log has fewer
instances of a particular line number than the logs of other
nodes.

4.5 Generating Hypothetical Changes
Hypothetical changes are made by modifying an initial

timeline denoted it to generate an alternate timeline denoted
at. This process involves two phases: (1) applying hypo-
thetical changes to it, and (2) propagating the hypothetical
changes into the future. MDB carries out the first stage of al-
ternative timeline generation by copying all the values from
it into a new timeline at. Then, it generates logically syn-
chronous views at each instance of line l specified by the
user and MDB modifies the cache update times based on the
hypothetical change specified, as described in Section 3.4.
For example, to implement the hypothetical barrier depicted
in Figure 5(a), MDB would reorder the trace entries in the
new timeline at, such that the message from line 7 of node
k is received by nodes i and j when they reach the barrier.
After the message reordering is complete, MDB propagates
this change into the future by re-executing the instructions
corresponding to every subsequent log entry in at, in the or-
der of their timestamps. Thus, MDB re-executes the instruc-
tions logged in the original execution trace to propagate the
state from the hypothetical change into all future states. Af-
ter re-executing each line of code, MDB re-creates a new
trace entry and adds it to the alternative timeline at. Thus,
alternative timeline at should have exactly the same times-
tamps on all log entries as the original timeline it, but might
have slightly different values.

1 every(uint16 (1000))

2 lightVals = lightSensor.sense();

3 basedisplay(lightVals);

4 end

Figure 7. The macroprogram for Surge reads sensor values
and displays them at the base station.

1 every(uint16 (1000))

2 trigger = microphone.sense();

3 meanTrigger = mean(neighborTrigger , 2);

4 candidates = find(meanTrigger > THRESHOLD);

5 soundLog(candidates) = microphoneHF(candidates).

sense();

6 baselog(soundLog);

7 end

Figure 8. The macroprogram for acoustic monitoring reads
values from a microphone and reads from a higher-fidelity
microphone on nodes whose neighborhoods detect high av-
erage noise levels.

When a node reads from a sensor, MDB retrieves the
sensor reading that was collected in the original execution
trace. MDB does not attempt to generate simulated sensor
values based on a model of the stimulus. Therefore, creation
of the alternative timeline cannot proceed once the control
flow of execution diverges from the control flow observed
in the original execution trace. Thus, hypothetical changes
can only be propagated into the future insofar as they do not
change control flow; any request for a view of the alternative
timeline after control flow changes produces the NaN value,
to indicate that the view cannot be generated. This limitation
could be overcome by incorporating simulation and sensor
models into MDB, but this is beyond the scope of this paper.

In addition to control flow changes, alternative timeline
generation also fails in certain instances when the user spec-
ifies a hypothetical change that results in a causality cycle: an
event e that is caused by event e′ reordered to occur before
e′. For example, in Figure 6, the hypothetical barrier applied
to line 12 would cause message m from line 7 of node k to be
received before message m′ is sent at line 7 on node j. How-
ever, this produces a causality cycle because message m′ is
also received by node k before it sends message m. We call
this scenario the grandfather paradox. MDB checks for the
grandfather paradox during the creation of alternative time-
lines, and all subsequent values that are causally related to m
or m′ are assigned the NaN value.

5 Evaluation
Our system evaluation is composed of two parts. First, we

show that data traces are more effecient for macrodebugging
than the traditional approach of creating event traces. Then,
we evaluate the RAM, flash, energy, and CPU cycle overhead
of MDB. These evaluations were carried out on a testbed
with 21 TMote Sky nodes with photoresistor sensors. Since
all the nodes in the testbed are within one hop of each other,
we artificially limit their communication ranges by modify-
ing the packet reception module of the CC2420 radio. We
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Figure 9. Number of interrupts generated per 100 data states
written to flash. WEN applications produce 14–32 times
more interrupts and message events than macroprogram state
updates.

restrict nodes to communicate with neighbors next to them
vertically, horizontally, and on the two diagonals. To collect
additional data that could not be obtained from the testbed,
we used the node-level Cooja network simulator [42] which
makes use of the MSPSim [14] TMote Sky simulator. The
microcode executing on the nodes in the Cooja simulator is
exactly the same microcode that executes on the real Tmote
Sky hardware.

We evaluated MDB with three macroprograms. The first
application is OTA, described earlier (Figure 1), for which
we emulated the movement of objects using the light sensors
by moving a white circle on a black background that was
projected from a laptop onto the testbed. The intensity of
the circle decreases radially outward to emulate the effect of
varying sensor readings by nodes that detect the object. The
second application is Surge (Figure 7), which is a simple data
collection application that periodically samples from a sen-
sor and displays the readings at a base station. The third is an
acoustic monitoring application (Figure 8), which first senses
from a microphone sensor, and depending on the number of
neighbors that also heard a sufficiently loud sound, samples
from a second high-fidelity microphone, stores the values,
and reports them to the base station. The sensor values for
both of these applications are generated using the photore-
sistors on the nodes.

5.1 Data vs. Event Logging
We evaluate the cost of creating data traces by counting

the number of logging statements required to record all vari-
able writes and program counter changes for a single run of
each of the three macroprograms. We compare this count
to the number of interrupts that would need to be logged to
create an event trace of the same program execution. Since
we could not count the interrupts generated on real hardware
without changing the timing characteristics of the program,
we obtained these values by analyzing the programs as they
executed on the Cooja network simulator. Figure 9 shows
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Figure 10. Log data is stored temporarily in RAM before
being written to flash. In our experiments, no node needed
more than 304 B of RAM. The box plot shows the minimum,
lower quartile, mean, upper quartile, and maximum values.

Application Flash (Bps) Wraparound (hr)

Surge 31 9
Accoustic 187 2
OTA 288 1

Table 2. Flash memory consumption is low enough to debug
hours of execution. The buffer is circular, so it can always
store data to debug the last few hours of execution.

that, for these applications, the number of hardware inter-
rupts is 14–32 times larger than the number of updates to
macroprogram state. These results clearly show that MDB’s
approach of collecting data traces is much more efficient for
macroprograms than the traditional approach of collecting
event traces.

5.2 RAM and Flash Overhead
Memory is not typically a concern for traditional debug-

gers that execute on PCs, but WENs are composed of highly
resource-constrained devices and efficient memory usage is
essential to making MDB practical in this domain. We mea-
sured the amount of memory required by MDB by instru-
menting the RAM buffer portion of the logger and tracking
the maximum difference between the head and tail point-
ers of the circular buffer. Figure 10 contain box plots that
show the minimum, maximum, mean, and the lower and up-
per quartiles of RAM consumption for each of the three test
applications executing on our 21 node testbed. This data re-
veals that MDB has modest RAM requirements, and needs
to store a maximum of 304 B of data, while the Tmote Sky
nodes have about 10 KB of RAM available.

We also measured the amount of Flash memory required
by MDB to store the complete data traces for each of the
three applications. Table 2 shows that the applications store
less than 300 Bps to the flash. At these rates, simple applica-
tions such as Surge can collect logs for several hours before
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Figure 11. MacroLab context constitutes less than 6% of all
code running on the nodes. Logging code constitutes less
than 0.5%.

exhausting the 1MB of external flash available on the Tmote
Sky. More complicated applications such as OTA and acous-
tic monitoring may exhaust the flash after about one and a
half hours. Thus, bugs in these applications must be detected
within one and a half hours in order to debug them before the
log entries are overwritten.

5.3 CPU Overhead
We evaluate the effect of MDB on execution speed by

counting the logging instructions executed during a partic-
ular run of the three applications. Since it was difficult to
collect this information from the actual nodes without sub-
stantially modifying the timing characteristics of the appli-
cation, this data was collected by running the application on
the Cooja simulator. Since Surge has no interaction between
nodes, we simulated it using 1 node. Acoustic monitoring
used 5 nodes and OTA used 10 nodes. Figure 11 shows the
number of MacroLab application instructions and MDB log-
ging instructions that execute, as a percentage of the total
execution time. The values in Figure 11 are averages over
all the nodes simulated in Cooja. As Figure 11 shows, the
MacroLab application code executes for between 2% and 6%
of the total execution time and the logging code executes for
less than 0.5% of the total execution time.

5.4 Energy Consumption
We evaluate MDB’s energy consumption by executing the

OTA application, with the senor being sampled every 10 sec-
onds, on the 21 node testbed and measuring its average cur-
rent draw over a period of 100 seconds. We executed this
experiment with MDB, MDB-lite, and without MDB. We
repeated the experiment both with and without low-power
listening (LPL) [43]. Figure 12 shows that an application
consumes 30% more energy with MDB, when LPL is en-
abled with a sleep interval of 1 second. This energy overhead
is due to the process of saving logs to the external flash chip.
With MDB Lite, this overhead is reduced to only 0.2 mW
or 0.9%. This is because MDB Lite does not write to flash,
and the timer-based implementation of MDB Lite allows the
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Figure 12. Without low-power listening enabled, applica-
tions consume 30% more energy with MDB enabled, but
only 0.9% more energy with MDB Lite.

node to sleep when possible. The overhead of MDB and
MDB Lite when LPL is disabled is only 0.5 mW because the
node does not go into sleep mode in any of these implemen-
tations.

6 Related Work
A plethora of debuggers and debugging abstractions

have been created for distributed computing. For exam-
ple, source-level debuggers allow the user to halt and step
through execution on each individual machine [5,7,31]. Dis-
tributed breakpoints [18, 19, 40] and snapshots [8] allow the
user to stop all nodes in a particular consistent state across
the network. Some debuggers can be programmed so that
they interact with and analyze the program as it executes
without user interaction [21, 39, 52]. Others provide logical
or SQL-like query languages for searching, inspecting, and
analyzing state or execution flow [13, 30, 44]. Each of these
systems provides a high-level abstraction for debugging, but
are not designed to work with systems that provide a high-
level abstraction for programming; these debugging systems
allow the user to inspect node-local actions and messaging
protocols which are abstracted away by macroprogramming
systems.

Many debugging systems have been implemented in ways
that accommodate the strict resource requirements of WENs.
For example, Marionette [51] and Clairvoyant [54] provide
access to source-level symbols, while Declarative Trace-
points [6] and Wringer [46] provide a programmable in-
terface for describing debugging operations that can be
downloaded and executed on the nodes at run-time. Dust-
Miner [25] and LiveNet [9] eavesdrop on messages in the
network for visibility into network operations without con-
suming node resources. EnviroLog [32] logs some non-
deterministic events to produce efficient in-network execu-
tion replay. Sympathy collects a small amount of data to
identify the cause of network failures [45]. However, all of
these systems require the inspection of node-local actions
or message traces. The primary contribution of MDB is to



avoid this by debugging a WEN using high-level distributed
abstractions provided by macroprogramming systems.

MDB is a static debugger; it collects execution traces and
the debugging process is off-line or post-mortem. This ap-
proach has long been used for distributed systems because
on-line debugging can change the timing characteristics of
execution, making it difficult to analyze message races. Most
off-line distributed debuggers use execution replay to recre-
ate the system state at a specific point in the original execu-
tion, in which the debugging runtime records only high-level
events and re-executes (or simulates) the intermittent code
where necessary to recreate the full system state [29, 53].
Execution replay incurs a debug-time cost of recreating the
state, and some systems must use checkpointing to limit the
amount of replay required [53].

In contrast, MDB avoids most of the cost of replay by
logging all macrovector writes, creating a data trace rather
than an event trace. This approach has been known to be
possible in traditional distributed systems, but not practical.
Mall notes that data traces are impractically expensive but
shows that the cost can be reduced to some extent with a
technique called inverse statement analysis [34]. Maruyama
et al. state that data replay is still uncommon due to its high
cost but shows that it is becoming possible with the increas-
ing capacity and decreasing cost of storage [37]. MDB is
unique in that it uses data traces because they are more effi-
cient than event traces for its application domain, as shown
in Section 5.1.

Several debugging abstractions have been created for use
during execution replay. For example, TraceView [35] al-
lows the user to visualize event traces. Garg et al. de-
tect weak unstable predicates using traces [19]. Kilgore, et
al. replay and change the order of messages to detect race
messages, where the order in which messages are received
change the results of the distributed computation [26]. Fi-
nally, D3 [11] allows the user to write a query in a high-level
declarative language called NDLog to create a data model
of the logs. D3 then applies the query to the incoming data
that conforms to the model. Many of these abstractions are
similar to MDB’s ability to visualize data, find logical condi-
tions in the network, reorder messages, or analyze the history
of variables. One key difference is that MDB’s abstractions
were specifically designed for use with data traces, whereas
the abstractions above were designed for use with event
traces. Another difference is that MDB provides these ab-
stractions on high-level, abstract distributed data structures
that are specified in a macroprogram, while the existing sys-
tems are applied using symbols from the programs of each
individual node.

7 Conclusions
Macroprogramming systems make programming a WEN

easier by providing high-level distributed abstractions such
as database tables, logical facts, or data streams so that the
user does not need to build a mental model of the individual
nodes and their interactions. However, to the best of our
knowledge, no macroprogramming systems have debugging
support, which is a crucial link in the development chain as
a macroprogram progresses from the drawing board to real

deployment. We present MDB, the first system that allows
the user to inspect and analyze the execution of a WEN using
the high-level abstractions provided by a macroprogramming
system. This process that we call macrodebugging simplifies
the debugging process and eliminates the need to analyze
traces of low-level events and message passing algorithms.
We show that macrodebugging is not only easier, but also
more efficient than the debugging of node-level programs.

The MDB macrodebugger is built for the MacroLab
macroprogramming system [23], but the underlying princi-
ples can be applied to other macroprogramming systems.
The collection of data traces can be applied to any sys-
tem that has a high-level abstraction for which the over-
head of logging a single high-level operation is small com-
pared to the number of low-level instructions required to ex-
ecute that operation. This property holds for most macro-
programming systems. The source-level debugging interface
can be applied to any system that uses a sequential impera-
tive language and has a clear mapping between macrocode
and microcode, such as Kairos [22], Plaeiades [27], and
Marionette [51]. Other systems that use functional [41] or
declarative abstractions [33] must present information from
data traces using a different interface. The four hypothet-
ical changes presented illustrate the affects of adding data
synchronization to a macroprogram, and are only useful to
systems like MacroLab and Hood [50] that make heavy use
of data caching. However, the general concept of creating
hypothetical changes to illustrate how theoretical changes to
a program or execution state would affect global state could
be applied to aspects of other systems besides data synchro-
nization.

The current implementation of MDB provides post-
mortem debugging, which means that it collects data about
the system at run time and allows the user to inspect program
execution after the logs are retrieved. At least some of the
underlying concepts, however, could be applied to on-line
debugging. For example, the process of logging data instead
of events to recreate system state would reduce the amount
of data that needs to be collected during on-line debugging,
in the same way that it reduces data collection requirements
for off-line debugging. Similarly, the logically-synchronous
and temporally-synchronous source-level debugging inter-
face could also be used for on-line debugging, and could
even be combined with off-line data trace analysis to provide
both forward and backward stepping. Hypothetical changes
would not be as useful for on-line debugging as they are for
off-line debugging, because the user could test changes to
the system by simply changing the current state of the sys-
tem before allowing execution to proceed.
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